Versatility

Something Different?

Many people prefer to invest in free-standing furniture. Whilst this
does not suit everyone, there are some distinct advantages over the
fully fitted kitchen. Our versatile range of cupboards can be repositioned, repainted, used elsewhere around the house and taken
with you if you move.

Function with Style
We build individual and combinations of pieces to meet your needs
and our key design principle is to combine function with timeless
style. Our furniture is elegantly proportioned with clean and simple
lines. Ergonomically, it is built to maximise storage room
but
minimise the space that it occupies and our designs help to avoid our
customers having to bend and stretch to reach deep recesses or hidden
corners.

Construction
All pieces are hand-built to last with an immensely strong solid
wooden frame. Side and back pannels are of tongue & groove. Doors
have wooden frames and furnished with brass, ceramic or wooden
door knobs. All pieces are hand-painted inside and out to the highest
standard using Farrow & Ball ‘s traditional range of paints (unless
otherwise requested). If preferred, we will supply pieces primed - to be top
coated by the customer.

Our set pieces are built to order and
supplied in the colour scheme of your
choice; however, we will always try to
accommodate individual requirements.
Provided requests are practicable, we are
happy to discuss customised dimension
and variations to set designs and other bespoke work. Customers who choose this
service will be provided with plans and
scale drawings to approve before an order
is accepted.

Set Pieces

The Preparation Table
Incorporating
a
fulllength chopping lock into a
sturdy table frame. Open
shelf under for storage.

The 3 Door Cupboard
Primarily for use in
the kitchen as a larder
cupboard.
Supplied
with 3 full length
shelves.
A
most
capacious
cupboard
built to withstand a
heavy load
such as
bottles
&
canned

Std Length
Height
Depth

food,

etc.

However, it can also be
used
for
many
other
purposes (e.g. coats &
clothes)
Std
Length

60ins (180cm)

The Dresser Base Unit
Multi-purpose
dresser base for
Kitchen utensils,
food-stuffs,
etc.
Open lower shelf
for
awkwardly
shaped
items.
Can be supplied
with 1 or 2 doors. Useful work/table top.
Std Length
Height
Depth

60ins (180cm)
36ins (95cm)
18ins (46cm)

60ins (180cm)
36ins (95cm)
18ins (46cm)

Farmhouse Cupboards
Traditional style, hand-painted
cupboards and free-standing
furniture made to order
Clean and elegant lines
Timeless design for the period
farmhouse or the modern apartment!

-

The Dresser
Composite: Shown here with 2
-door dresser base under a 2door
cupboard.
Versatile
piece of furniture for use in
kitchen, dining room and
elesewhere. Pieces configured
to suit.

Std Width
60ins (180cm)
Height
78ins (200cm)
Depth (base) 18ins (46cm)
Depth (top) 16ins (40cm)

Co-ordinated pieces
Why not create a classic
country-style kitchen using a
combination of our pieces?
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